
FIRST HELP TO MK ULTRA VICTIM: PRINT AND BUY PAPER COPY ALL YOU NEED
Hivites are ready to take away electricity from you. In Russia they already did it.
ART THERAPY + SVALI + PTSD: TIME TO HEAL + FIONA BARNETT EYES WIDE OPEN
Art therapy -- memories stored in the Right hemisphere. Drawing is the only way to get them
out.
SVALI  -- Victim can work with the book himself. Put into the Victim's left eye -access to the
right hemisphere.
PTSD: TIME TO HEAL -- Sara Ruth Ashcraft recommended. By Cathy O Brien. I've restored
an important part of my memory.

Fiona Barnett Eyes Wide Open states that memories are stored in the right hemisphere.
Thruthiracy recommended by FIONA BARNETT herself. Please save and copy printed
versions and on CD, DVD.
https://t.me/thruthiracy
Behind the Emerald Door of Oz The Untold Truth (Ebook3): Esoteric Wisdom
https://www.amazon.com/Behind-Emerald-Untold-Truth-Ebook3/dp/1521371288/ref=tmm_pa
p_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid&sr
Link to amazon here. An e-book has been made too. Please buy and share.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HO6b78AUp7A
Symbolism from Shuna, MK ULTRA survivor.
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/houses-furnitures-and-objects-illuminati.4392/post-
154749
DEPROGRAMMING AND RECOVER FROM MK ULTRA
After the script are various other relevant links that Victoria provided. Victoria also mentions
some others to which I have provided links.
MK ULTRA recovery: Deprogramming wiki
https://deprogramwiki.com/
mentions Fiona Barnett [links to Fiona’s work and book] Fiona Barnett’s Long Goodbye [9]
Svali’s first blog Svali Speaks [6]
Svali’s Second Blog Svali Speaks Again [7]
cfb Svali, Illuminati Structure and Mind Control [101]
cfb Child Trafficking by the Jesuits [102]

https://www.amazon.com/Behind-Emerald-Untold-Truth-Ebook3/dp/1521371288/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid&sr
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Fritz Springmeier and Cisco Wheeler cfb Cisco Wheeler and Fritz Springmeier – Illuminati
Whistleblowers [4]
Fighting monarch
All these people are MK ULTRA victims themselves and give us insider information about
symbolism too. PROTECT THEM AND PEOPLE WHO HELPING THEM!
MK ULTRA/ MK DELTA SEEK FOR HELP! MORTAL DANGER FOR 30 YEARS!
MY FATHER, MY BROTHER, MY FATHER RELATIVES ARE ALL VICTIMS!
In 30 Years Mk ultra victims will be killed because in 30 charcas are fully formed and brain's
chemistry changes and victims can be freed from MK ULTRA their own brain.
LAST SEEN: 9 05 1993 13: 00, 3 floor, 1812 house, Falcon District, Moscow Russia



Stromynka 7 corp 1 is the same place. It have been closed since I came with my
accusations. I remember it from within only vivew.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e7/Moscow%2C_Stromynka_7k1_2011.jp
g
Cali Shai Bergandi suggested that he may be affiliated with the Aryan Brotherhood.
ARYANS ARE FIRST CANDIDATE FOR DEPROGRAMMING
MK DELTA ARYANS ARE FIRST CANDIDATE FOR DEPROGRAMMING
Hivites stole and used Aryan technologies. Aryan brain structure is needed to save us from
Hivites.
PROTECT MK ULTRA DEPROGRAMMERS AND THEIR HEALERS!

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e7/Moscow%2C_Stromynka_7k1_2011.jpg


Fiona Barnett, Svali, Cisco Wheeler know how to cure MK ULTRA. Protect them and the
healer who healed them -- they were MK ULTRA victims and they need care.
ETHER ELECTRICAL FIELD PROTECT ATLANTIS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNcmFMLjlTA
ETHER AND MEMORY RESTORATION
Harry Potter demonstrates Ether, the gas with light. Harry Potter are Aryan books stolen
from Aryan authors. Harry potter series was shadow banned in Russia, Hivite controlled
country. They didn't let us buy it in English.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPgZJzQF1Yg
More ETHER, how I see it with my Third eye vision
Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nude_Descending_a_Staircase,_No._2
Alex Grey
https://sevasevol.blogspot.com/2013/08/alex-grey.html
HIVITES GENOCIDE
Sara ruth ashcraft: Their plans are to kill 90% of humanity. They are cannibals and mad.
There is nothing free - all have taken from your taxes.
TIME HAS BECOME FASTER! CERN?
How is it possible? Can the planet move faster? Underground bases activities?
VOLCANO ERUPTIONS HAVE BECOME STRONGER!
EARTHQUAKES HAVE COME TO THE PLACES THEY NOT EVEN POSSIBLE!
Moscow stays on continental plate. Earthquakes here are now a reality. 1994 had the
strongest one -- it has come abroad on the Moscow borders.
DAMAGE FROM NUCLEAR STATIONS ARE HIDDEN
Official media silence all natural catastrophic damages and millions of deaths it causes for
miles around these nuclear stations.
PLANET HAVE TO BE WHAT IT HAVE TO BE!
Cern and underground bases have to be stopped. All hivites done have to be redone.
OFFICIAL MEDIA IS SILENT
Official media keep silent about all that happens. Throw them all from your house.
ARTIFICIAL CLIMATE
Will kill nature.
https://lidiya-nic.livejournal.com/10643543.html
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Bee Deaths 5 G. My shots.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU6Hf4qrfgQ
Gates of Death. My head aches when they are close.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU6Hf4qrfgQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdu6UyznOgg


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdu6UyznOgg
MK DELTA ARYANS ARE FIRST CANDIDATES FOR DEPROGRAMMING
Hivites stole and used Aryan technologies. Aryan brain structure is needed to save us from
Hivites.
MILITARY MEMBERS ARE TARGETED
Because they have skills and abilities.
HEALTHY BOYS ARE TARGETS FOR HIVITES
For murder or disabled them to stop reproduction of healthy genes. This is why Russia have
public sacrifices and p***philia -- Hivites killed all men in wars and boys.
TAKE YOUR KIDS FROM NET AND SCHOOLS
Your kids curse you if you don't.
-- Pedo hunting grounds.
-- To indoctrinate people from an early age. Like Aaron Russo said.
Why do parents allow their kids to visit NET? Why do they let someone who they don't even
know influence their child?
EBOOKS WERE CREATED TO FIND AND DESTROY ALL PAPER BOOKS KEEP YOUR
RACE CLASSICAL ART AND FOLK TALES AND HISTORY BOOKS
HIVITES GENOCIDE: DESTROY HEALTHY BRAIN STRUCTURE
FIONA BARNETT EYES WIDE OPEN EXPLAINS IQ AND BRAIN:
Intelligence is the product of variation in brain structure, a function of how fast our brains
work due to this variation.
HIVITES OPPRESSED HIGH IQ, HIVITES DESTROY THEIR BLOODLINES
ORGANIZED MARRIAGES
Organized marriages have been made to keep necessary brain structures therefore to keep
your lands for your children and in wide perspective to keep your race to exist.
Races of humans have different genetics to fit into their climate and environment said race
live and were forbidden to marry before hivites. Organs from different races aren't stuck if
they have been transplanted.
Degenerated genepools like Hivites were thrown off the cliffs while Aryans have their own
rulers.
Feminism as a political force was created by Hivites.
HIVITES ENCOURAGING BIRTH OF DEGENERATES
Hivites encourage degenerates and idiots to breed because they do the dirty work by ruining
everything with their idiocy for Hivites and later to be disposed of.
Except for ritual purposes all these wars and revolutions are made to destroy healthy men
who can lead people in charge against Hivites and from keeping their brain structures. 1917,
French revolution, WWI, WWII all have one purpose -- to kill the best genes of your race and
to make your race extinct.
VACCINES ARE POISONS DESTROYING HEALTH OF NEW GENERATION
There are no viruses -- Unit 731 NEVER vaccinated their members. We are forced to poison
our children.
I witnessed millions of kids die and become disabled for their lives.
Fast food has a similar effect.
HIVITES DESTROY NATURAL SEEDS
In secret they replace them with GMO. They promoted poisoned food in official media. Don't
eat it! Protect the real seeds!
NATURAL FOOD IS THE KEY TO YOUR HEALTH



Humans are genetically monkeys and eating the same way monkeys do is key to your health
for life and painless birth. Monkeys are fruit eating animals.
DELTA BRAIN BEGINS TO LIVE SINCE THE CHILD HAVE BEEN CONCEIVED
My father forbade my mother to eat anything but apples during the pregnancy. I live in
Russia and apples were the only fruit available in the winter, the time I was conceived. My
birth was painless and fast. And no health damages after.
My father also taught my mother yoga before.
HIVITES GENOCIDE: DESTROY HEALTHY BRAIN STRUCTURE BY INNATURAL
FOOD
Amaranthe was an Aryan plant to eat and it leaves without humans constant attention.
Hivites destroyed it and forced it to be processed food.
Processed food is useless and harmful -- no microelements have been gained and feeling
good is a fake feeling.
THE BEST MEDICINE HIVITES KEEP FOR THEMSELVES
We got nothing from it. Medicine doesn't help.
Hivites kill doctors that can heal  like shamans and destroy knowledge. Killing a good doctor
will kill millions of people.
DEADLY DOCTORS!
Be aware!  NEVER VISIT DOCTOR ANOTHER (NOT FAKE!) MK ULTRA VICTIM DIDN'T
RECOMMEND!
I had it a lot in my life. Free doctors only tried to kill me or make me disabled.
Dentist stuck my teeth archenick plomb and I was poisoned by it. I wanted to find her but the
clinic was closed. Two private clinics I visited have disappeared with all medical stuff just
after my visit.
HELPING KIDS HIVITES:
Serves multiple purpose:
-- To target MK ULTRA bloodliners.
-- To vaccinate and kill new generations.
-- Gave birth defects to your kid. They did that in my country a lot to be sure the child would
not be able to join the military later.
-- Victims of rituals. In my country some people have found after Hivite's hospitals that they
have another child with a familiar face but not their own.
-- Good cover and PR.
Safer to give birth in forest than in any of Hivites funded organizations.
PSYCHIATRY IS COVER UP FOR MK ULTRA.
NEVER VISIT DOCTOR ANOTHER (NOT FAKE!) MK ULTRA VICTIM DIDN'T
RECOMMEND!
Fake doctors lay you in the grave or make you disabled to hide MK Ultra activities.
Officials do all to make me forget these dreams and sleepwalking events and trained my
mother to ruin my memory without her understanding that these actions made me worse.
My father was a MK ULTRA victim -- in his alters he didn't realize all the bad things they did
to me.
Fake doctors made me ill so they had full access to me and they used hypnosis and the
memory blocators to make me forget what was done. Memory blocators are special drugs
made to influence the memory. They have been given in the specific time after MK ULTRA
trauma to get specific influence programmers wanted.
HIVITES CARES ABOUT HIVITES ONLY
They rule your education, healthcare and you think they care about you?



HIVITES WANT YOUR RACE TO DIE
So they can grasp all they want from you.
NO WARS! VICTORY OVER HIVITES
We don't need to destroy our genes in Hivites's wars. We need to destroy Hivites.
TIME TO ACT
Because when Hivites poison the last river and kill the last animal you will realize that money
cannot be eaten.
MK ULTRA SIGNS: DREAMS AND SLEEPWALKING
PRE 8 YEARS (SVALI)
Mk ultra can be shown in your sleep. In sleep your brain changes the brain waves and you
can see what they made you forget by using hypnosis and drugs. You can even repeat what
has been done to you in sleepwalking.
My first MK ULTRA preparations came to me in 6 years when my pre 3 years Delta
preparations were. In my vivid dream I was in late April (before 1994) in a school classroom
with the desk. It seems to be 1 floor with the tree in the window. I stayed near the desk and I
read a poem.
I've never read it in school nor preschool preparations. I remembered the dream in the
morning and asked my mother whether I did sleepwalking. She told me that I did and said
that I stayed in my room and read a poem exactly the same way in my dream.
What was in the vivid dream you have? Nightmares? Laboratories? Training? ABUSE?
How do you see it? You are floating above? Is it from your eyes?
How do you feel after it? Pain, tears, nausea?
That is not dreams -- this is memories and the real thing you saw in the MK ULTRA project
they have taken you.
MK ULTRA SIGNS: ALLERGY
Drug abuse (it can be thrown in the food) can be shown in allergy. Allergies can also be a
reaction to the trauma from PTSD.
MK ULTRA SIGNS: HOST FAMILY
They tend to live: close to MK ULTRA centers, ritual places.
Genetically questionable: kids are gifted while parents are degenerates. Kids are blonde
while parents have dark hair: melanin goes for dominante.
Different races. High IQ is required for the MK ULTRA, brain structure can be only inherited
from birth. ONLY PURE RACE CAN HAVE SUCH BRAIN. DELTA IS BASED ON ATLANTIS
KNOWLEDGES -- all victims I know are ARYANS who were ARYAN race and just like my
father, my brother and me who were selected there for their high IQ.
If you see Aryan with Golden Ratio living in the "family" of typical Hivites degenerates you
will be sure that Aryan is MK ULTRA victim.
Werner Goldberg has GOLDEN RATIO and DELTA symbolism. Glass eyes of MK ULTRA
are here to testify. Goldbergs are typical Hivite faces.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Werner_Goldberg
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Hessy Levinsons Taft -- Aryan victim (Golden Ratio) of Hivites MK ULTRA host family.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/89/Hessy_Levinsons_Taft.jpg/800
px-Hessy_Levinsons_Taft.jpg
SAVE YOUR CULTURE: GOOD PLACES TO LIVE
Your race culture helps you to find good places to live -- ancient art of interior building (fen
shou etc all the same) have been made for this. Save it from Hivites and use it for
advantages.
HIVITES LIKES PLACES WITH BAD SPIRITS (ENERGY)
Hivites doing dark rituals with the purpose to extract energies. This is why they are taking
special places for such rituals. You have to know your culture to find these places.
CEMETERIES HAVE BEEN BUILT IN BAD PLACES (SPIRITS)
People avoid living in such places. Hivites have houses above old cemeteries. And they
have many important activities in places above such cemeteries.
Attraction for kids they put in places like that for extracting energy purposes -- to attract the
spirits.
HIVITES HAVE DIFFERENT GENETICS AND THEY ARE MENTALLY ILL
HIVITES are a different race of humans, they have different genetics like sara said. They
kidnapped women to get mixed race Hivites who may or may not look like the race they want
to infiltrate.
They have degenerative brain structure due to human eating since their beginning.
Cannibalism changes their brain and blood type. Cannibalism has never been in humans as
HOMO SAPIENS because animals NEVER eat their own kind. Cannibalism of HIVITES is
taught behavior and twisted their brain structure.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/89/Hessy_Levinsons_Taft.jpg/800px-Hessy_Levinsons_Taft.jpg


I guess they have a blood type named 0 -- any other races lack one.
There are 3 blood types of human: 1 (A) -- hunters, 2 (AB) -- farmers, 3 (B) -- travelers.
The 4 (O) have unknown sources and Hitler or at least I read about him have this type. I
know no Aryan White with this 4O blood type. By Aryan I mean people whose ancestry are
Aryan.
MASS MURDERS
You can see or hear of abandoned cities (districts, houses) with furniture and clothing and
even photos of family members left.
We cannot enter such houses but take a look at the view from the street. Hvites covered it
as COVID and renovation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOAO57NHC8M
Mass muredere ritual on April 10 2022 just after the event. Criminal had run from the roof in
white mist they made to hide them.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8v4zJf_0umE
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TIME TO END HIVITES DICTATORSHIP. Real leaders hiding underground and on bases
and they are the one in charge not Puppets like Putin-Biden-Mutin etc.
FIONA BARNETT: Lorrae Desmond: Mother of Darkness
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/sara-ruth-ashcraft-speaks-about-satanists-hivites.8
523/post-511172
ALLA SCARER (Пугачёва, Алла Борисовна) MOTHER OF DARKNESS TRUE LEADER
OF USSR AND RUSSIA

https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/sara-ruth-ashcraft-speaks-about-satanists-hivites.8523/post-511172












Breznev (puppet they show us as Ussr ruler) has been called "small man of age Alla
Scarer". I saw a satirical show named Dolls where dolls were Russian rulers.
We can see her outfits have something to do with Lorrae Desmond: Mother of Darkness
The signs were there all along. The UK is home to the leadership of the Western Luciferian
hierarchy and where high ranking priestesses are trained. All priestesses must be trained in
acting and singing, since their roles demand a theatrical and well-pitched and projected
delivery of ritual incantations, readings, chants, etc. Patricia Ann Conlon was similarly
trained in opera.
Yeltsin Hivites puppet show who is the real leader of Russia today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y--TQeRYfek
She was born 15 april1949. See how young she is for her age? She has been drinking
adrenochrome and engaged in child torture, r*pe and murder. Her surname is symbolic:
Pugacheva from the word Pugat -- to scare. She scared many children to death. Her family
are always on TV and everywhere but because of that creature me just like many of us has
lost our families.
Just like all these pedo she has been surrounded by kids while she worked as teacher in
moscow school № 621. She lived in the South of Moscow on Academic Scriabin street. The
street has 1812 houses with underground floors and there is a cemetery near.
SEASON OF MIRACLES
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0090001/?ref_=fn_al_tt_3
WHITE DOOR SONG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mD2Fu3MJdDs
Brave Shir. White rabbit
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1626914/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7nPgnA5VOM
@Sibi Thank you for more pictures
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/related-celebrities-politicians-and-other-famous-peo
ple.10520/post-530201
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SONG AUTUMN LEAVES (Осенние листья)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qO5mzmcGbdA
Autumn Leaves
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autumn_Leaves_(painting)
Red scarf -- RED = BLOOD. She holds an apple -- reference to Eve. Blakc and white
clothing. Leaves reference to child sacrifice -- leas is a small part of a tree.
Author
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Everett_Millais
Ophelia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ophelia_(painting)
Thanks to Sibi -- Hivites refer to this picture a lot. Ritualistic cross pose.
Cherry Ripe (1879), Private Collection. PINK + BALCK+WHITE. Cherry is a Pizzagate code.
LUBOV ORLOVA (Orol -- EAGLE!) -- MOTHER OF DARKNESS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyubov_Orlova
Find out by symbolism. Her movie Jolly Fellows has her as the mother of Darkness
symbolism. The rest of her work is also symbolic.
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0025946/
KREMLIN CONCERT PLACE SHE VISITS OFTEN
KREMLIN IS EMPTY AND THEIR RITUAL PLACE
I was there too, I remember one room from inside but I've found the place.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baIQRmiEvQw

AVOID CONTROLLABLE EVENTS
Marches and rallies allow them to find and get rid of dangerous people. I saw them in Russia
many times and these people have never been heard from again.
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In Belgium Hivites allowed marches to kill all key witnesses of the Dutroux case.
Black Lives Matter has been endorsed by Hivites.
Real leaders of the world sitting underground. Puppets mean nothing.
NAMING PEDOPHILE
Russia is a place that exists at Hivite's money only. Each Organisation is a cover -- look for
their advertisement. They have no right to take our taxes.
Each military organization is a traffic center. They kill people in mass scales, they tortures
and rapes kids. They are all involved in MK ULTRA and trafficking.
I give you the name of some but you have to know that all organizations are covered for
Hivites activities to kill all 90% of humanity.
Real leaders of the world are sitting underground. These low IQ creatures are merely a tools.
They made and drink adrenochrome -- loot at their degenerative faces.
All their actions have records. All their actions against humanity have been made for our
taxes.
NAMING PEDOPHILES:
SVETLANA FROLOVA (Светлана Фролова)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ho_BjLaUSM0

Head of Zags, a place where in Russia we register our marriages and deaths, Falcon
District.
-- MK ULTRA part
-- Stole my documents about my father and brother
-- Pedophile
-- Cover up all Hivites's crimes
-- 09 05 1993 year cover my brother's trafficking
FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Security_Service
LEADER: PUPPET ALEXANDER BORTNIKOV
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Bortnikov
Alexander Vasilyevich Bortnikov (Russian: Алексaндр Васильевич Бoртников)
-- Hivites organization, Dirty work
-- Trafficking
-- genocide covered as COVID
-- Each member of it is a pedophile. Rapes and tortures kids in MK ULTRA MK DELTA
projects.
-- Kemerovo -- former member explains
-- Walk into murdered people's flats, open the gas and name it terrorizm
-- Mass fires and mass flooding
-- Drug dealing
-- Murders witnesses of their crimes with their families

Ministry of Emergency Situations (Russia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Emergency_Situations_(Russia)

NATIONAL GUARDS OF RUSSIA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Guard_of_Russia
LEADER: PUPPET VICTOR ZOLOTOV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viktor_Zolotov
-- Hivites organization, Dirty work
-- Trafficking
-- genocide covered as COVID
-- Each member of it is a pedophile. Rapes and tortures kids in MK ULTRA MK DELTA
projects.
-- Murders witnesses of their crimes with their families

POLICE OF RUSSIA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_of_Russia
LEADER: PUPPET Vladimir Kolokoltsev
-- Hivites organization, Dirty work
-- Trafficking
-- genocide covered as COVID
-- Each member of it is a pedophile. Rapes and tortures kids in MK ULTRA MK DELTA
projects.
-- Murders witnesses of their crimes with their families
Testimonies of people whose family members have been killed by the police
Testimony 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUYMM6AHSHU
Testimony 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETJpD5gNwZ4

MINISTRY OF HEALTH
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Health_(Russia)
-- Viruses myth
-- Forceful vaccinations and disability for kids as result
-- genocide covered as COVID
-- MK ULTRA ORGANISATION. Rapes and tortures kids in MK ULTRA MK DELTA projects.
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-- Trafficking
-- Psychiatry as Cover for MK ULTRA.

Before we go to the next part Please read my PDF 1812!

BOHEMIAN GROVE: FALCON (SOKOLNIKI) AND ELK ISLAND PARKS
My Father was MK ULTRA | MK DELTA victim. I was prepared to be part of MK ULTRA in
Falcon district too.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sokolniki_District
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Here we can see a military unit named TRANCE FORMATED(Preobrage – to transform)!
Here is a district named TRANCE FORMED!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preobrazhenskoye_District
Deaths here happen there on a mass scale. Hivites controlled media allow you to see the
drops in the ocean.
After the 1812 catastrophe when the HIVITES dynasty Romanov ruled and used Falcon and
Elk Island at the East side of Moscow as falcon hunting. Moscow in the time of Romanov
was an isolated city and these places were as wilderness as Bohemian Grove. Romanov
used it as falcon hunting grounds for everyone and as kid hunting parties for Hivites. It was

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preobrazhenskoye_District
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established as a public municipal park in 1878. In 1900 a "labyrinth", or network of alleys,
was laid out. From 1931 onwards Sokolniki has been developed as an official "park of
culture and leisure".
Statutes of the Order of the Garter, this copy having once belonged to Emperor Alexander III
of Russia.

See the artist? Sokolniki was a wilderness.
@Shuna explains:



"The green color is a reference to nature, thanks to which this place was so loved by the
royal family. Moreover, the falconers are still rich in greenery to this day. So in this region
there is one of the most beautiful parks. It is a symbol of new beginnings, youth and
childhood, growth and spring;"
Even if the choice of colors are really symbolic... The four colors can be linked to the
symbols of the sun (like the eagle and the crown, crown of gold): The green background, for
the Antichrist, white, for purity, yellow and therefore gold and red.
The red glove makes me think of the Freemason glove, which they affix on their heart.
EAST Side of Moscow coat of arms.

After 1917 Hivites have changed their puppets to the USSR and Sokolniki have changed
too. The park territory contains an amusement park, a winter outdoor ice skating rink and an
exposition center which was the site of the Kitchen Debate between Richard Nixon and
Nikita Khrushchev at the American National Exhibition in 1959. Entrance to the park.
The American National Exhibition (July 25 to Sept. 4, 1959) was an exhibition of American
art, fashion, cars, capitalism, model homes and futuristic kitchens that attracted 3 million
visitors to its Sokolniki Park, Moscow venue during its six-week run.[1][2][3] The Cold War
event is historic for the Nixon-Khrushchev "kitchen debate" held first at the model kitchen
table, outfitted by General Electric, and then continued in the color television studio where it
was broadcast to both countries, with each leader arguing the merits of his system,[4] and a
conversation that "escalated from washing machines to nuclear warfare."
Sokolniki Park is famous for its chess club, which is located on the rotunda of the far end of
the park's circle. The chess club produced some of the finest grandmasters of history. During
the 1959 US-USSR expo, exhibition matches were held for the eyes of the US delegation,
headed by then-Vice President Richard Nixon. In the 1970s, the then-little known engineer
Natan Sharansky coached locals at the chess club. He would later go on to be a renowned
refusenik activist and Israeli politician.
The Cold War was a lie, yes, indeed.



HIVITES ARE THE SINGLE WORLD GROUP
It doesn't matter what they said: enlightenment, rights for women etc -- their goal is to kill
90% of humanity. There are no separations for countries for them, there are no laws for them
-- they do whatever they want. The laws, written for us, serve their interests, not ours.
EVENTS AS COVER UP FOR TRAFFICKING AND MK ULTRA
Fiona Barnett: eyes wide open. The Bathurst City Hall ritual occurred on the same date as
the Bathurst 1000 racing event, which coincided with the 55th birthday of Australian
cricketing legend Richie Benaud. Richie Benaud attended Kim Beazley Senior’s MRA
Pleasant Sunday Afternoon gatherings, as did his closest friend and former cricket
teammate Brian Booth who grew up in Bathurst and led Benaud’s funeral service.
World exhibition visitors: Robert Laurent, Ibram Lassaw, Isamu Noguchi, Hyman Bloom,
Jackson Pollock and Edward Hopper.
But the event is equally renowned for its art exhibition, which included such celebrated
artists as sculptors Robert Laurent, Ibram Lassaw and Isamu Noguchi and painters Hyman
Bloom, Jackson Pollock and Edward Hopper in an art show coordinated by the United States
Information Agency (USIA). Prior to the exhibition, the House Un-American Activities
Committee (HUAC) threatened to remove many of the artists who had been accused of links
to communist activities. After President Eisenhower intervened, however, the exhibition went
on as planned.[6]
Rockwell Kent In 1957 had the first American solo exhibition in the Soviet Union.
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy, photographed in 1954, asked Rockwell Kent whether he was a
communist. HUAC later investigated the other 67 artists invited to exhibit their work in the
American National Exhibition.
Former President Obama met with then-President Dmitry Medvedev on July 7, 2009, during
the 50th Anniversary of the American National Exhibition.
Well street (Колодезная) has Well symbolism and it has houses with only 7 numbers,
differentiated by number of corpuses only. It is a small street with only 8 5 floors thick brick
houses. Corpuses numbered from 1 to 8. It has entrances that connect to each other -- you
enter one and you can go unnoticed to the other side of the house -- clue to secret
passages. Secret rooms are included.
It has been projected by ARCHITECT whose surname translated as Moth. Мотылёв,
Михаил Иванович -- Moth Mikhail Ivanov.





Place of mass murders -- it has been said that after reconstruction people had moved and
since that they have never seen.
MK ULTRA/ MK DELTA center Gannushkin psychiatry center is just across the river.
HIVITES WAR WWII GENOCIDE WAS CELEBRATED 9 MAY
FALCON (SOKOLNIKI) WAS THE FIRST OPENED METRO STATION
Metro has connected tunnels used by Hivites for trafficking.
Metro Gorodok District Metro -- underground railroad system
ELK ISLAND AS BOHEMIAN GROVE NOW
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metrogorodok_District
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Falcon Park and Elk Island are located nearby, you can pass to Elk Island from Falcon Park
unnoticed. Elk Island has Bohemian Grove wilderness, needed for kids hunting and MK
ULTRA human hunting. Falcon Park is now covered up for human hunting parties in Elk
Island.
HIVITES FUNDED HORSE AND HUNTING CLUBS IN ELK ISLAND
http://www.koniyauza.ru/viezd-les-gruppa.html
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Horse club yauza. Funded by Hivites. One type of riding -- group riding into Elk Island. Black
and red Hivite style. Red saddle -- human hunting.
FALCON PIZZAGATE
Near Falcon park there are Small Ostroumovskaya 13. Closed since I came with the
accusation of MK ULTRA.







MOBILE CREMATORIUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVPTqHZqdz0
Long Van with pipe working on gas.
AUTHORS TO READ: LEONARDO DA VINCI
His drawings have 1812 technologies so he most likely have lived after 1812.
AUTHORS TO READ: RUDYARD KIPLING
Kim -- reveals masonry  and cost the author his life.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVPTqHZqdz0


Transvaal poem -- describes Hivites genocide of state Transvaal after 1812.
Shadow banned in Ussr -- not possible to buy in English.
AUTHORS TO READ: MIKHAIL BULGAKOV
If you want to know real story of 1917 and USSR genocide please read Michail Bulgacov, a
doctor. he was shadow banned but I saw him to be translated in English.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikhail_Bulgakov
Buy his book in printed versions. Watch movies based on -- they are fun and full of
information. hivites destroyed the original and changed them. Anyway it still reveals them a
lot.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Master_and_Margarita
The master and Margarita cost him his life -- it describe real life rituals and real murders.
Books are hard to read.
Voland, avatar of Satan, have the same name as Volan de Mort from Aryan book Harry
Potter.
Heart of a dog describes all of the hivite's plans.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_of_a_Dog
Hivites stole two his books: 12 Chairs and The Little Golden Calf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Twelve_Chairs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Little_Golden_Calf
Style belonging to Michail Bulgacov is similar to all his earlier and the later works: Zoya's
Apartment, Master and margarita.
12 Chairs
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0065670/
Movie Golden Calf
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0063845/
1812 GENOCIDE
After the 1812 catastrophe Hivites genocided our own rulers all over the world. Ostap
Bender is a son ot turkish nobility whom has fled from Turkia to avoid Hivite genocide of
Armenian and everyone around.
FIRMS AS COVER AND LAUNDROMAT
12 Chairs begins with the introduction of small town N where there are so many ritual
services as if people were born to die here. But a few people lived and died there and coffin
master Bezentuc had lost his coffin firm "Welcome" and now lacks work.
In the same town we have a firm "Nymph", a bureau for ritual services who support 3
families. This firm serves as cover and these 3 families are all satanic ones. Hey, there are
no people in the town and 3 families have money from Nymph. Bezentuc is the one who
helped people to do coffins and funerals. Definitely not coffins are their real purpose -- rituals
and ritual services are.
1917 GENOCIDE
If you want to know real story of 1917 genocide please read Michail Bulgacov.
Ostap Bender gives Ippolit a new passport in the name of Carl who was in Communist party.
Only way Ostap could get a passport is from the dead man himself.
Golden Calf has a man named Panic (Panicovsky) who has PTSD symptoms and is close to
be mentally ill. He was rich man and his whole family was killed by Hivites in 1917 genocide.
CHARITY AS COVER AND LAUNDROMAT
Charity as cover for real activities. Ostap Bender organized a charity foundation as cover for
secret society Unity of Sword and Oralo. Real purpose was to get money for their travel for
these 12 chairs.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikhail_Bulgakov
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EVENTS AS COVER AND LAUNDROMAT
Masonic chess symbolism -- chess club in the small town Vasuki at the river almost village
was the event itself. One of Vasukin was One Eyed. The city was described as no one
needed and yet it has a leather and tree factory. Place described lacked enough trees for
factories.
Events as cover for real activities. Ostap Bender asks for money to organize a chess
tournament in Vasuki. He does that to get money for their travel for these 12 chairs.
GOLDEN CALF SIMILAR STYLE WITH MASTER AND MARGARITA (DAISY)
Both were written by Michail Bulgacov, Golden Calf has been written YEARS earlier than
MM. 12 chairs and Golden Calf have been stolen from Bulgacov by Hivites If and Petrov with
Cataev.
Daisy is real life MK ULTRA programming. Golden Calf describes cinema studio Hollywood
style -- cinema studio as cover up for satanic activities. Day of workers said the cinema
studio ended with cock scream.
Description
Studio described as a typical 1812 house with underground levels.
«Адъютантши скалили зубы. Помрежи вели черного козла, восхищаясь его
фотогеничностью. Консультанты, эксперты и хранители чугунной печати сшибались
друг с другом и хрипло хохотали. Пронеслась курьерша с помелом. Великому
комбинатору почудилось даже, что один из ассистентов-аспирантов в голубых
панталонах взлетел над толпой и, обогнув люстру, уселся на карнизе.»
«И только в дверях, зацепившись за медную ручку карманом пиджака, бился, жалобно
визжал и рыл копытцами мраморный пол ассистент-аспирант в голубых панталонах.»
Adjutants (all women here) showed their teeth. VAMPIRES! Director assistants carry on a
leash BLACK GOAT, describing how attractive the goat is. Consultant, experts and keeper of
Iron Mark fought and laughed out loud. Courier flew with a broom. Ostap Bender even was
sure he saw assistent aspirants in blue pantalons flying around the lamp. In doors another
assistant aspirant was with hooves.
Whe whole meaning of this Episode made even more clear when Ostap Bender wrote a
screenplay named NECK and sold it to the director of a studio for big money. Director of the
studio has given Ostap all the money (big money) he asked for without EVEN reading the
screenplay. So the Director of the studio didn't care about the cinema at all -- all purpose of
the studio was to cover up and to serve as a money laundromat.
HERCULES FIRM
Described as a typical 1812 house with underground levels. Hercules is described similarly
as the house from Master and Margarita, actual mason Griboedov (Mushroom Eater real
surname of his) with bad flat number 308. Hercules is set in a former hotel building. It had a
room with a bad reputation belonging to a Hivite writer Leonid Andreev.
Hercules, just like Cinema studio, has the purpose to serve as a cover up for Hivites
activities by money laundering and stealing country resources to give it to Hivites. Main
villain Hivite Coreico worked here.
Hercules' firm director has the surname Polychaev which alludes to fire sacrifice. Fire burns
Polychat.
Master and Margarita have living empty suits which have documents in his owner's chair.
Polychaev didn't work -- he stomped his stamp at the papers. The Director didn't care about
Hercules' firm at all -- all purpose was to cover up.
Hercules had a man Funt whose profession was to serve as man cover up and to be set in
prison instead of real perpetrators of the crimes.



Hercules had mass murders named "class cleanise" where Hivites kill all non Hivites and
witnesses of their crimes. To avoid the next class cleanise accountant Berlaga and some
Hercules workers who participated in shadow Hercules activities faked himself as mad men
to hide in a psychiatric hospital.
WWII Will be soon in 1940 just after the timeline of the book so Hercules also sells
resources to an enemy.
HERCULES REAL LIFE EVENTS
The whole story with Hercules was based on actual crime -- Carelyan forest trest has served
as cover up for stealing the resources and the firm has been located in a former luxury hotel.
They were successful because they covered the USSR of Hivite leaders (Narcomfina and
police). Carelyan forest trest leader has faked himself as mad man and survived instead of
revealing to whom he has sold the resources.
FIRMS AS COVER
Ostap Bender creates firm Horns and hooves with real purpose to expose Coreico activities.
From Hercules here comes man Funt whose profession was to be set in prison instead of
Ostap himself. But before Hercules he admitted he had served as cover man the whole time
in the Russian Empire and USSR time before he was hired by Hercules.
PSYCHIATRIC CLINICS AS MK ULTRA CENTRES
Accountant Berlaga faked himself as a mad man to hide in a psychiatric hospital from class
cleanise. There were real patients who were there who had MK ULTRA styles of problems:
alter persons, animal alter etc. Titanishkin a psychiatrist who pushed Berlaga and his peers
away, is similar to actual MK ULTRA programmer Gannushkin.
Master and Margarita have Stravinsky as a doctor who is described exactly as Titanishkin.
And Stravinsky here covering Voland activities made MK ULTRA victims believe that what
happened to them was a dream. Bulgacov was a doctor himself. He knew what he wrote.
CHINA IS HIVITE CONTROLLED COUNTRY
The Li family are the rulers. Cali Shai Bergandi has been arrested for speaking the truth. I
know many people who have been trafficked to China.
WHEN BUY MADE IN CHINA:
-- you fund your own genocide.
-- you buy poisoned stuff.
-- you sell your country for an enemy.
HYBRID HUMAN TESTIMONY



They showed the neck of it to my left nose lid. It smelt salty and when I integrated the
memory my whole body smelled like that smell from each hair to toe for a minute. It looked
like the neck bone of a human child and tail of a lobster. Color was white like that white
lobster. It is heard that under Moscow there is a big underground sea.

SLAVIC CULTURE HAS BEEN MADE BY HIVITES
Hivites created slavic cultures and languages. Check their surnames – no Aryans here.
Aryans should avoid things like that. Rus – ouroborous.
RUSSIAN NESTING DOLL – NESTING ALTERS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matryoshka_doll
Nesting alters from MK ULTRA programming. Chanel No witness states that they are using it
as a signal. Look at these evil eyes – the author was a hivite.
BUYING MATRYOSHKAS YOU:
– fund your own genocide
– pay for lie and brainwashing

LOOK FOR YOUR KIDS WATCH!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matryoshka_doll


All dogs go to heaven have a pizzagate scene.
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/satanism-in-toys-trigger-warning.10303/#post-5154
32
MY LITTLE PONY CRITICAL REVIEW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZ8W26aqUg0
Monster High: A Doll Line Introducing Children to the Illuminati Agenda
https://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/monster-high-a-doll-line-introducing-children-to-the-ill
uminati-agenda/
L.O.L Dolls
https://vigilantcitizen.com/latestnews/something-is-terribly-wrong-with-l-o-l-dolls/
SNOOPY AND Charlie BROWN is MK ULTRA
https://fightingmonarch.com/2020/02/12/good-grief-charlie-brown-is-cia/
SESAME STREET FULL OF SYMBOLISM
https://fightingmonarch.com/2020/02/05/jim-henson-cias-useful-idiot/
Ninja Turtles obsessed with Pizza. PIZZAGATE! MK ULTRA SYMBOLISM
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/satanism-in-toys-trigger-warning.10303/post-51545
4
HE MAN and SHE RA
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/masters-of-the-universe-revelation-illuminati-symbol
s-spoilers.9199/
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/pizza-symbols-in-the-entertainment-industry.7019/p
ost-266885
She RA
TRANSEXUALITY
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/satanism-in-toys-trigger-warning.10303/post-52050
1
TOO SEXY FOR MY AGE
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/satanism-in-toys-trigger-warning.10303/post-51551
1
RUBIK’S CUBE
https://fightingmonarch.com/2020/07/31/rubiks-cube-mk-ultra-color-programming/
USSR TOYS
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/satanism-in-toys-trigger-warning.10303/post-51571
0
WEEBIE HAVE EVIL PEDO EYES AND SYMBOLIC COLORING
https://www.rbth.com/history/329564-legendary-russian-toys-to-play
ANIMORPHS
https://fightingmonarch.com/2020/03/01/boycott-scholastic-books/
KIDS ENTERTAINMENT FROM MY YOUTH
HOLE, PIPE, RODENT THEME ARE ALLUSION TO SEX MAGIC
https://vigilantcitizenforums.com/threads/satanism-in-toys-trigger-warning.10303/post-52377
5
Slinky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slinky
AUTHORS POPULARIZED BY HIVITES
Promoted in Ussr. I didn't like Ussr culture and my intuition didn't let me down -- each thing
they promoted had hidden satanism in it. It's like a fake smile and a real smile.
Jack London -- he was in Bohemian Grove photos.
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/4c/Bohemian_Grove_Camp_-_Gar
nett%2C_Sterling%2C_London.jpg/438px-Bohemian_Grove_Camp_-_Garnett%2C_Sterling
%2C_London.jpg
Mayne Reid -- The Headless Horseman is horror. Crawling in the mountains have hidden
satanism and promoted in Usst in movie Visitor from the future.
Revealed by Incognito_from
https://incognito-from.livejournal.com/946163.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Mayne_Reid
Blue Bird by Meaterlink -- feature spirits of horror. They refer to it a lot.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Blue_Bird_(play)
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